
  
Abstract- Multi-agent scheduling offers reactivity and 

distributed decision-making for floor shop control. Agents, which 
may represent any entities that act in production, negotiate to 
find best schedules. In this paper, we present a new multi-agent 
scheduling method that integrates both planning and maintenance 
activities. Actually, more than one plan can be generated for a job 
production. We suppose that plan selection must depend on 
information about machines maintenance and states to offer 
realistic schedules. Tests demonstrate that despite increasing time 
resolution with the agents’ number, our system is scalable with 
reduced Cmax and machines failure risk. 
 
Index Terms: Maintenance, Multi Agent Systems, Negotiation. 
Planning, Production Systems, Scheduling. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n manufacturing systems, scheduling is an essential activity 
where deciders must assign actions and deadlines to 

production resources with respect to time and cost constraints. 
Face to changes that may occur during production like arrival 
of unexpected tasks and machines breakdown, production 
control has to be more reactive and flexible to ensure 
robustness. A control strategy is said robust if it is insensitive 
to changes that may occur during production process. The 
scheduling problem is recognized to be NP Complete [1].  

Multi Agent Systems (MAS) have been used to solve the 
scheduling problem [2] [3]. Autonomy, reactivity and 
reasoning properties allow agents to be an efficient support for 
decision making. Agents may represent any entities acting in 
production (jobs, products, machines, etc). They negotiate to 
get an agreement on tasks and deadlines allocation over the 
machines.   

Planning is an important activity closed to scheduling. It 
generates, for a given job, tasks that must be executed, the 
needed machines and tools to its realization. For every job to 
be realized, at least one plan can be identified. Always, several 
plans can be generated for one job. In generalized shops, 
machines can be identical or with different options that 
characterize one machine over the others. This concept is 
known as Flexibility [6]. A job realization is said flexible if it 
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has several plans that can be followed. In recent years, 
integrating planning and scheduling has attracted big interest 
because it allows deciders to choose the preferred solution 
among several alternatives. Job plan selection is based on 
scheduling results. The best plan corresponds to the best 
schedule. 

Actually, after a certain period of use, machines can break 
down and then provoke production disturbance. Traditionally, 
maintenance intervenes after a machine failure in order to 
restore its good state. This maintenance category is called 
corrective maintenance. However, preventive maintenance has 
been introduced to carry out maintenance operations in 
machines and equipments before the failure takes place, and at 
fixed time intervals previously established. The objective of 
this latter is to prevent failures before they happen and 
therefore to minimize the probability of failure. As a 
consequence, preventive maintenance activities have to be 
scheduled at their turn with respect of production schedules 
because they use the same machines. 

In this paper, we propose a new scheduling method that 
integrates both planning and maintenance activities. Indeed, 
introducing machine-states and maintenance activities into 
scheduling and planning help deciders to choose realistic plans 
where risks of breakdown and machine unavailability are 
reduced. The proposed method called MASMPLAM (for 
Multi Agent Scheduling Method based on Planning and 
Maintenance data) is based on multi agent systems. Three 
types of agents are considered: Job Agent, Plan Agent and 
Machine Agent.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the 
following section, we present a survey of related work. In 
section 3, we develop the suggested scheduling method. 
Section 4 presents experimental results. Finally, section 5 
summarizes contributions of this paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Scheduling problem has been widely studied and many 
methods have been proposed. After our literature review, we 
find that research in this area can be classified according to 
three criteria: 
• Adopted resolution approaches: exact [7] or approached 

methods [8]. Exact approaches like branch-and-bound 
algorithms are efficient for problems with small number of 
machines. They give exact and optimal solutions. In case of 
problems with large number of machines, approached 
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methods like genetic algorithms are preferred because exact 
methods fail to find solutions within reasonable 
computational times. Approached methods don’t generate 
optimal schedules but acceptable ones. 

• Deterministic or stochastic scheduling: a scheduling is 
deterministic if its initial data (job and task number, 
machine-state…. etc) are supposed unchangeable. Such 
models assume that all parameters are well-known and 
precisely defined [9]. However, a scheduling is stochastic 
[10] if it takes into account events, which may disturb 
production, as well as uncertainties in time processing and 
machine availability. In stochastic scheduling, resolution 
process is composed of two phases: predictive phase and 
reactive one. Thus, proposed schedules can be classified 
into three categories according to the importance given to 
each phase (proactive schedules (none reactive phase), 
Proactive-reactive schedules (the two phases are 
considered) and dynamic schedules (none predictive 
phase)). 

• Integration of other activities or not into scheduling: we can 
find methods for scheduling only, integrating planning into 
scheduling or integrating maintenance into scheduling. In 
the first category, proposed methods try to find optimal or 
acceptable schedules with respect to only temporal and cost 
constraints. In the second category, as many plans may be 
generated for a job, planning and scheduling activities are 
unified to select the best solution. Finally, in order to reduce 
machine breakdown, in the last category, maintenance 
activities are considered as tasks with the same importance 
as the production ones. Both maintenance and production 
tasks are scheduled. 

The last identified categories can be combined to provide 
more robust solutions. In our work, we are interested in 
proactive scheduling that inserts other activities like planning 
and maintenance.  

Authors in [6] suppose job flexibility realization and 
propose an integrated planning scheduling based on multi 
agent systems. Agents that represent machines negotiate with a 
Job Agent to construct all possible plans and then, an 
Optimization Agent selects the optimal schedule. The 
Optimization Agent uses a genetic algorithm for solution 
calculation.  

Integrating maintenance into scheduling is another research 
axe followed by searchers to find more robust schedules. 
Integrating maintenance planning and production scheduling 
took great interest [4] [5] and presented good results. 
Integration can be sequential or total. A sequential integration 

generates a schedule for production then maintenance by 
taking production tasks as constraints; or generates a schedule 
for maintenance then production by taking maintenance tasks 
as constraints. On the other hand, a total integration 
simultaneously generate schedule for both production and 
maintenance tasks. In [11], authors propose a cooperative 
method between two systems each one dedicated to one of the 
activities: production and maintenance. Production tasks are 
first scheduled by following a multi-agent negotiation model. 
Then, the same negotiation model is applied to schedule 
maintenance tasks. Finally a Negotiation Agent tries to find a 
consensus among the two responsible of the two systems.   

III.  INTEGRATING PLANNING AND MAINTENANCE 

INTO SCHEDULING: THE MASMPLAM  METHOD 

In MASMPLAM, floor shops are generalized, where 
machines may be identical or different. Three types of agent 
are identified: Job Agent, Plan Agent and Machine Agent. 
• Job Agent (JA): represents a job. Its role is to initiate 

resolution process while specifying all information related to 
job realization (product to realize, deadlines, etc.).    

• Plan Agent (PlA):  is responsible of proposing one possible 
schedule. 

• Machine Agent (MA): represents a production resource. 

A. PROBLEM ILLUSTRATION 

To clearly explain the proposed method, we consider an 
example of a job to be scheduled. The shop floor is composed 
of six machines that can be identical or different. 
“Tab.1”describes precedence constraints and machines able to 
execute job tasks. This example will be applied throughout the 
explanation of this method. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD’S PHASES 

After a job arrival, Job Agent initializes resolution process. 
Stages described below (“Fig.1”) are followed by system 
agents.  
 
Stage 1: generating possible plans 

Job Agent (JA) uses job database to construct possible 
plans. Job database contains tasks that must be executed for 
each job to be realized. The result of this stage is an AND/OR 
graph (“Fig.2”) composed of several branches. Each node 
represents a task and can be initial (first task in a plan), final 
(last task in a plan) or intermediary task (situated between 
initial tasks and final ones). 
 

 TABLE 1. PRECEDENCE CONSTRAINTS AND MACHINES ABLE TO EXECUTE TASKS’  JOB 

Task t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 

Anterior tasks - - - t1, t2 t3 t3 t4 t4 t4 t5, t6 t7,t8,t t10 t11 t12 
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Fig. 1. MASMPLAM stages 

The graph generated for the job described in section 3.1 is 
given on “Fig.2”. A plan P is a path between an IT and a FT. 
In “Fig.2”, Plan P1= {t1, t2, t4, t7, t11, t13}.  

From AND/OR graph, many relations among tasks can be 
identified: Independence, Or-relation and And-relation. Two 
tasks i and j are independent if there is no relation between 
them (t1andt2are independent). Independent tasks can be 
executed in parallel. A task i is Or-related with tasks j and k 
if i can be executed after the achievement of one of the two 
tasks j or k (t11 is Or-related with t7, t8and t9). It is And-
related with tasks j and k if it cannot be executed unless j and 
k are both achieved (t4 is and-related with t2and t1).  

In this stage, Job Agent creates as many Plan Agents as 
Graph parts in the AND/OR graph. A Graph Part is 
constituted of tasks that compose one plan. In “Fig.2”, four 
Graph parts are considered. (GP1 = {(t1||t2), t4, t7, t11, t13}, 
GP2 = {(t1||t2), t4, t8, t11, t13}, GP3 = {(t1||t2), t4, t9, t11, t13} and 
GP4 = {t3, (t5||t6), t10, t12, t14}). Note that “||” symbol indicates 
that tasks can be executed in parallel. 

 
Stage 2: constructing a scheduling solution 

 Agents construct a solution by following a negotiation 
model. They are considered rational and egoistic because 
Machine Agents want to maintain their machines in good 
state as long as possible, by optimally managing their use 
and programming maintenance tasks. Each Plan Agent (PlA) 
negotiates with the MAs that can execute the tasks of its 
Graph Part. Proposed negotiation model is cyclical (“Fig.1”) 
and is composed of four steps. Negotiations are parallel 
among PlAs. In each iteration, a PlA negotiates temporal 
window of one task or many independent tasks if they exist. 
A temporal window is composed of start and end-date of a 
task execution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. AND/OR graph generated for the example’s job 

• .Initiation step: each PlA initiates a negotiation by sending 
a call for proposals to MAs able to execute initial 
independent tasks of its graph part. For this end, every PlA 
uses resource database that contains existing production 
resources and tasks that it can execute. According to 
“tab.1”, in our job example, PlA1 sends proposals to MA1, 
MA2 and MA3 for executing t1. Another proposal is sent to 
MA2 and AM3 for executing t2. Messages include task 
identifier Tid and suggested start-date SD-. 

• Proposal formulation: As one machine may occur in many 
graph parts, an MA can receive many proposals from 
different PlAs. After receiving a proposal, an MA 
specifies maintenance activities that are programmed 
locally.  

Fig. 3. Gantt chart for maintenance tasks’ planning. 

 

 

 



TABLE 2.MAS PROPOSALS AND PLA’ S EVALUATION  

PlA CFP 
(Tid  , SD-) 

AM 1 prop. 
<Tid,D

-,d,DM> 
AM 2 prop. 

<Tid,D
-,d, DM> 

AM 3 prop. 
<Tid,D

-,d,DM> 
1st choice 

<Tid, EEt, Dy> 
2ndchoice 

<Tid, EEt,Dy> 

CFP (t1, 0) 
Propose 

< t1, 1, 4, 6 > 
Propose 

< t1, 0, 3, 1 > 
Propose 

< t1, 0, 5, 2 > 
M1 <1, 5, 0 > M2 <0, 3, 2 > 

CFP (t2, 0)  
Propose 

< t2, 0, 7, 1 > 
Propose 

< t2, 0, 6, 2 > 
M3<0, 6, 4 > M2 <0, 7, 6 > 

 

Preventive or corrective maintenance can be considered. 
Each agent aims to maintain the good state of the machine 
it represents. In our method, we adopt a sequential strategy 
of integration of maintenance and scheduling. If we go 
back to our example, we suppose that the maintenance 
task schedules of M1, M2 and M3 are shown on 
“Fig.3”.AM 1 programmed a maintenance task that takes 1 
time unit at 0t and a second one at 6t, etc. In this stage, 
contacted MAs formulate their proposals. A proposal is 
composed of a task identifier Tid, a start date D-, an 
execution duration d and a date of the next maintenance 
task DM.  Start date depends on machines availability. 
Machine tasks are ranked by priority into a queue. To 
propose execution time, each MA uses a historic module 
where previous experiences are saved. This module 
includes operation types and their execution duration, used 
materials and piece dimensions (ex: duration needed for 
cutting wood is different from the one needed for cutting 
aluminum. Also, cutting a piece that is 4cm depth more 
time than a one that is 1cm). By using this module, MAs 
propose more realistic dates so that negotiations may 
converge quickly. To formulate proposals, three cases may 
appear when inserting production tasks. In case 1, 
maintenance task is programmed before that of 
production. So, production task must wait until 
maintenance task is completed. In case 2, the two tasks are 
programmed at the same time. In this case, maintenance 
task has a higher priority than production. So it will be 
programmed first. In the last case, when maintenance is 
programmed after a task production, the MA may decide 
to start with production if it considers that production time 
does not damage the state of the machine. 

• Evaluation step: contacted MAs send their proposals to 
the Plan Agent. It chooses the first and second best 
proposals. The evaluation criteria are Execution End time 
(EEt) and Delay of maintenance tasks (Dy). Best proposal 
minimizes the average between execution end time and 
maintenance delay in order to insure machines good state. 
Execution end time is calculated by applying (1) whereas 
maintenance delay is calculated by applying (2). In case of 
equivalent proposals, PlA chooses the one with low 
maintenance delay. “Tab.2” shows AM1, AM2 and AM3 

proposals and final choice of PlA. For t1 execution, PlA 
chooses AM1 proposal in spite of its equivalence to AM2 

proposal (For M1, execution end time= 5 and maintenance 
delay = 0 � the average = 2.50 and for M2, execution 
end time = 3 and maintenance delay = 2 � the average = 
2.50) because maintenance delay of M1 is lower. The three 
proposals are schematized in a Gantt diagram on “Fig.4”. 

EEt = D- + d  (1) 

Dy = EEt – DM      (2) 

After evaluation, Plan Agent sends a confirmation 
message to the selected MA. Then, it prepares the 
following negotiation iteration by calculating start time of 
the next task. Start time of the next task depends on its 
relation with previous tasks. If the considered task is 
related by an And-relation with its previous tasks, PlA 
calculates start time by applying (3). Otherwise, it will be 
the end execution time of the previous task.  

Start time tn= Max [EEtn-1(M j)]           (3) 

In our job example, as t4 is and-related with t1 and t2, start 
time of t4 = Max (5 (execution end time of t1), 6 (execution 
end time of t2)) = 6. 

• Termination step: when every PlA terminates 
negotiations, it generates one schedule and calculates the 
resulting Cmax. For this end, each PlA applies (4). All PAs 
schedules are sent to Job Agent for selecting the best one. 
Best schedule is the one that minimizes Cmax . 

Cmax= Max j=1,n (EEtj)     (4) 

 
Fig. 4. Gantt diagram of agents’ proposals for task t1 
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IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to evaluate MASMAPLAM feasibility, we have 
proceeded by simulation using JADE 3.0 [12]. The method 
has been evaluated for several numbers of agents, tasks, 
machines and plans. Consequently, three series of tests have 
been made. 

 

• Series 1: in this series of tests, we measure the system 
scalability. We vary agent numbers per plan and plan 
numbers per job. Results are shown on “Fig 5”. We 
observe that negotiation time increases reasonably (12 
seconds for 33 agents) with rise of agent numbers. Agent 
number varies from 7 to 33 (11 per plan) which makes our 
system scalable. Indeed, when agent number per plan 
increases, negotiations will be slower because Plan agents 
have to contact all MAs able to execute plan tasks. 

• Series 2: In this series of tests, we evaluate the impact of 
integrating planning into scheduling. Therefore, we vary 
the plan number of a given job. Resulting Cmax and 
negotiation time are shown on “Fig.6”. We observe that as 
negotiation time increases with plan number, Cmax 
decreases. Indeed, the existence of several plans increases 
negotiation time (series 1 result) but allows agent Job to 
select the schedule that offers minimal Cmax. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Agents’ number per plan vs negotiation time 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 6. Plans’ number per job vs Cmax and negotiation time 
 
• Series 3: In this series of test, we evaluate the impact of 

maintenance task insertion into plans. For this, we vary the 
machine number for a given Job and we calculate both 
global failure risk (5) and negotiation time. We observe on 
“Fig.7” that global failure risk of machines decreases 
when the machine number that can execute the same tasks 
increases. Because Plan Agent selects machine proposals 
with lower risk. Consequently, the global failure risk of 
the best schedule decreases. 

FRisk = (∑n
k (rj / dk) * 100)/n    (5) 

Where: n: task number in the plan, dk: duration of 
production task k that provokes delay, rj : 
maintenance delay on machine  j. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Tasks x machines vs negotiation time and failure risk 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented a new method for multi agent 
scheduling called MASMPLAM. It is based on integrating 
both planning and maintenance activities. MASMPLAM 
presents several advantages comparing it to existing methods. 
Its essential properties are its proposition of realistic and 
robust schedules by considering maintenance activities. The 
use of multi agent systems offers more reactivity to the floor 
shop control. Machines are represented by rational agents that 
aim to maintain the good state of machines. The use of 
historic, job and resource database allows the system to have 
realistic data and estimation. MASMPLAM can be also 
applied to generalized job shops or hybrid flowshops. 
Simulation results confirmed the advantages of the method by 
insuring minimal Cmax and risk failure. In future work, we will 
improve the method by proposing a predictive-reactive 
solution that integrates both planning and maintenance 
activities. 
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